Jason Ziolo
Master Techie & Chief Architect
Just the facts!
Jason graduated from the University of Illinois College of Engineering in 2001 with a degree in Computer Science. Go Illini!
(Hence, the orange and blue in our logo). After school, Jason went to work with a small software firm in the call center
industry. Ya know when you call the phone company and sit waiting while an agent gripes about their software and you
can hear them typing furiously? He fixed that for his clients by making their the agents’ technology communicate more
effectively, empowering them to provide better service. After over a decade with this firm, Jason became an expert at system
integration and refining processes to make users as efficient as possible. Now with over 20 years in the enterprise software
industry among many verticals, this has become the foundation on which Dorian Solutions was built; software that
achieves simplicity and efficiency.

And now for the fun stuff!
You’re going to get to know us over time, but here’s a jump start.
If you’re stuck with Jason at a coffee shop, road trip, or on-site
meeting, here’s some of his favorite things that will be sure to get
the conversation going.

Things Jason will talk about for hours:
1.

Jason is an avid concert and festival go’er. He also spent his
youth playing guitar in local bands to audiences less than 10
people. (Trivia fact, Dorian Solutions is named after the Dorian
mode in music theory, a deviation of the minor scale. Sadly,
Mixolydian Solutions didn’t have quite as nice of a ring to it.)

2. Jason likes to read Stephen King novels. Have you read The
Dark Tower? How about The Green Mile?
3. Dad jokes and bad puns. You got ‘em? Let’s hear ‘em.
4. Jason and his wife have 2 kids that they adore. He’s got some
good stories.

Favorite Quote...

“Yeah, that checks out...”
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